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Agenda

1. What we have found through our clients
2. Working from home 
3. Guest speaker

4. Sharing thoughts, insights and innovative ideas
5. Question time



Our Community







What We Have Heard 
From Our Clients



Twice a week Every Morning

Meeting Cadence

Afternoon Check-ins

Weekly Daily

As we are chatting to many of you during this time, what we have learnt is that there is no 

single or correct way of doing things. 

A Few Times a Day



Crisis vs Pandemic
Are they Separated?

Crisis Management Team

• Strategic decisions – long 

term threat assessment 

• Resource Allocation

• Communications

Effective Decision 

making and 

resource allocation 

requires clarity 

between these 

teams

Pandemic Management 

Team

• Implement and monitor 

BCPs

• Spot fires and immediate 

threat assessments 

(channelled to CMT)

• Operational consultation



Controlling the Narrative

I cant believe they 

have left me in the 

office, everyone has 

gone home

You are critical to 

the business 

operation and your 

safety is our priority

Non-critical staff have 

been sent home to 

isolate to ensure the 

health of critical staff.

Wow, I didn’t realise 

my role was so 

important to our 

success.



Controlling the Narrative

This sort of messaging is powerful, key learnings we have found capture;

• Understand that the employee may view this as unsafe

• They will see others lucky to be working from home

• Control this narrative, they are “critical functions”

• These employees are unable to work from home in roles that make sure the 
business succeeds

• Ensure to still have there safety during this time at the forefront of the 
conversation



Working From Home

SCARF



SCARF
Status

Certainty

Autonomy

Relatedness

Fairness



Collaboration & Culture

As the day to day norm of the WFH dust settles the impact on work style, What we have found 

from many of our clients is that flexibility is key. There is not a consistent trend, just a consistent 

fact we are all new at this and all making it work by trailing and adjusting.

Key things we have found over the last few weeks however are;

• “9-5” is not sustainable or realistic, meaning the home office has life challenges to manage 

and navigate. (Maybe that 9.30 am meeting works better at 10 am)

• We need to recognise the limitations of technology in collaboration

• The red dot on teams employee profiles means they are busy, respect that

• It is not the time for micromanagement



Collaboration & Culture
What we said



Technology
To allow the ability to WFH and effectively collaborate and communicate via distance, the 

appropriate technology requirements are paramount.

What we have found over the last few weeks is as follows;

• My home office

• Setting up a home office in a comfortable space

• Where you can you should use similar tech to your office – screen, mouse etc.

• I can’t just walk over to my team

• Do you use Office – do you have the red dot?

• Setup video meetings – video is engaging, phone is not



Technology
What we said



Technology



Guest Speaker



Lessons from Hong Kong

Sr Commercial Manager, 

Biosimilars JAPAC 





Thank you for joining us

craig@businessolympian.com.au

gavin@businessolympian.com.au

brook@businessolympian.com.au
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